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Add a Twist to the Holidays, Plan a MashUp
at your Local Bookstore
Posted: Nov 15, 2018 9:18 AM CST

"Mystery, Magic and Faraway places are just a book away!" --Fossil Mountain
Publishing

Nov. 15, 2018 / PRZen / DALLAS -- This holiday season give your tot to teen an adventure
they can enjoy for a lifetime! Your tot can dash away above rooftops with Dasher and Dancer
... "to the top of the porch, to the top of the wall." Your teen might prefer a more haunting
escape and choose to join Ebenezer Scrooge as he is visited by the Ghosts of Christmas,
"Bah! Humbug!" Your tween, not quite a teen, might like to sneak a ride on the Polar Express,
"... sometimes the most real things in the world are the things we can't see."  Mystery, magic
and faraway places are just a book away!

Visit us at:  https://www.fossilmountainpublishing.com/

Add a twist to the holidays, plan a MashUp! Turn your holiday trip to your local bookstore
into an afternoon party or event. Your little ballerina might like a pink party with tutus and
tiaras. Invited guests could be asked to dress as Sugar Plum Fairies. Or maybe your little guy
and his friends might like to don a cape like their favorite superhero. With planning, you could
organize a scavenger hunt, of books, for your teen and his/her friends. In the spirit of the
holidays, you could give away books as prizes for the winners or as gifts to the guests. Be sure
to contact your local bookstore for their availability. Also, many bookstores will have planned
events during the holiday season, so be sure to check their schedule.

For your holiday entertainment, Fossil Mountain Publishing presents, Deep in the Black
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Forest, the first installment in the series, Prince Dustin and Clara. As Clara and Prince
Dustin race to escape the wrath of Egon, they encounter one adventure after another. In the
book, Daniel Lee Nicholson was sure to include the allure, mystery, and enchantment of the
Black Forest, Germany. In the story, Nicholson introduces the characters: Bronson, a skating
beaver; and a white shepherd dog called, The General. Nicholson's tale is both fantasy and
adventure to appeal to boys and girls. It is available now at your favorite online and retail
bookseller.

About Fossil Mountain Publishing:

The mission of Fossil Mountain Publishing LLC is to captivate and entertain; engage and
inspire young readers and readers of all ages by publishing family-oriented books that promote
reading and literature; technology and the arts. We strive to develop applications and to
incorporate technology into our platforms so that our readers can fully immerse themselves in
great stories.

Visit us at:  https://www.fossilmountainpublishing.com/

Contact: D. Wigfall
VP, Director of Public Relations

Contact
D. Wigfall
9727527143

Follow the full story here: https://przen.com/pr/33279536
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